The purpose of this bibliography is to help you locate information on music through the use of carefully selected reference sources available in the Kinlaw Library. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask a Reference Librarian for help.

INDEXES

INDEX  

"The nation’s only annotated quarterly reference guide to selected, significant signed feature articles in American music periodicals with special emphasis on the needs of school and college music educators."

INDEX  
Online in WilsonWeb OmniFile 1984 to date.

The Index provides access to English language periodical articles through author and subject entries arranged in one alphabet. In addition there is a separate listing of citations to book reviews. Included among the subject fields indexed are the performing arts.

ONLINE  
*International Index to Music Periodicals.* 1874 - present.
  see the library web page for access

Unrivaled resource for music research. Search and browse 420 music journals covering a broad scope of research from performance, theory and composition to music education, jazz and ethnomusicology. It provides indexing, abstracts and selected full text coverage from 83 music journals.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES & DISCOGRAPHIES

REF  
016.78  
D83m  

REF  
016.78026  
D28b  

DICTIONARIES & ENCYCLOPEDIAS


RESOURCES ON MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

REF
784.19

REF
786.03

REF
786.819

HANDBOOKS

REF
780.3
G75m Music Translation Dictionary. 1978.

Provides translations of musical terminology in 13 languages.

REF
781.97
B3d A Dictionary of Musical Themes. 1948.

Contains more than 10,000 themes of instrumental music arranged by composers, with a notation index arranged alphabetically by the first notes of the themes. An index of titles is also provided.

REF
783.9
D5 Hymns and Tunes. 1966.

“Indexes the hymns from 78 hymnals by first lines, variant first lines and authors. The hymn tunes are indexed by names and variants, by composers, and by a systematic index to the melodies” (Guide to Reference Books, 11th ed.).

REF


For each volume of this work there is an accompanying audio cd with examples of music from that country or region. These cd’s are filed at the Circulation Desk under the same call number as the encyclopedia. While this is a Reference book and may not be checked out, both the volume and the cd may be taken down to the Media Center to listen to the music.

History

REF 780.9  The New Oxford History of Music. 10 vols. 1954-.


Provides historical analysis of musical performance from the medieval era to the
twentieth century.

**BIOGRAPHICAL RESOURCES**

REF  
927.8  
B34b  

REF  
780.92  
H37  

REF  
927.8  
In7  
2000.

REF  
927.8  
S34  
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927.8  
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927.8  
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**PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES**

REF  
344.73097  
D84p  

**MEDIA COLLECTION**

The Media Collection, located in the Lower Level of the Library, houses a wide selection of compact discs, records, and musical scores, all of which may be checked out by students. If students prefer, they may use the listening equipment located in the Media Center.

**ONLINE CATALOG**

If you are interested in finding other materials on music, you may want to search the Library’s online catalog. One way to search for materials is by subject heading. To do this, double click
the icon labeled “Online Catalog,” select “Subject Browse” from the drop down box, and type in your subject of interest. Here are a few possibilities:

Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750
Church music
Composition (Music)
Music -- Instruction and study
Music -- 20th century -- History and criticism
Piano -- Methods

If you would like to learn more about searching on the online catalog, please see a Reference Librarian for assistance at the Reference Desk.

DEWEY CLASSIFICATION

If you would like to browse the Library’s stacks for books on music, the following listing of call numbers might help get you started in the right area.

780 Music
781 General principles & musical forms
782 Vocal music
783 Music for single voices, The voice
784 Instruments & instrumental ensembles
785 Ensembles with one instrument per part
786 Keyboard & other instruments
787 Stringed instruments (Chordophones)
788 Wind instruments (Aerophones)

JOURNALS (only current subscriptions are listed)

Titles marked with * are also full text in either Ebsco, WilsonWeb or Proquest.
Titles marked with – are full text directly from the publisher.

American Music
*American Music Teacher
The American Organist
- Bandworld (online only)
Choral Journal
Clavier

The Instrumentalist
Journal of Band Research
*Journal of Research in Music Education
*Journal of Singing
Music K-8